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ASUSPRO PCs are Powered by Intel® Core™ Processors.
Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.

ASUS recommends Windows 10 Pro.
ASUSPRO B9440
WORLD’S LIGHTEST 14” BUSINESS LAPTOP.

The ASUSPRO B9440 is the business laptop to stay on top of business anytime and anywhere in the world. Weighing just 1kg, it is the world’s lightest 14-inch business laptop, thus ensuring easy mobility and portability. Built with robust magnesium alloy that passes MIL-STD-810G military standards, this laptop offers maximum durability while delivering uninterrupted performance with Intel® vPro™ technology. Long battery life of more than 10 hours allows uninterrupted performance. With SimPro Dock’s multiple connections, it provides extended connectivity and seamless interfaces with other devices. Now every business can maximise their performance while travelling on-the-go.

ASUS TRANSFORMER BOOK SERIES
BUILT FOR YOUR MOBILE PRODUCTIVITY

WHAT’S NEW
ASUSPRO P2440
EQUIPPED TO DRIVE THE BEST PERFORMANCE AT WORK
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WHY CHOOSE ASUS?

ASUS was recognised among the top 10 global IT brands in the Consumer Electronics category of business media brand. ASUS has shipped more than 500 million motherboards globally since 1989. ASUS puts the best motherboards in every ASUS laptop, ensuring incredible quality and reliability.

Ranked Among World’s Most Admired Companies
ASUS was the first global IT company in the world to achieve EU Flower Eco certification. It was also the first to receive EuP certification for notebook PCs. Today, ASUS continues to build on a long-standing tradition of developing the world’s most reliable and advanced green technologies.

ASUS WON 4,385 AWARDS IN 2016
ASUS is dedicated to pursuing the highest level of innovation and quality in everything we do. We aspire to become one of the world’s most admired leading enterprises in the new digital era. Our ongoing efforts continue to garner worldwide recognition in every aspect of product development, including design, innovation, technology, quality, service, and energy-efficiency. Each award is a testament to our relentless quest and commitment to create technology that is designed for everyone.

IF Design Awards
ASUS has won every international design awards, and once again, the outstanding quality and innovation of its design was recognised by winning at least 10 awards in the prestigious 2015 IF Design Awards.

Red Dot Award
The simple and clean design of the Red Dot Award-winning ASUSPRO series goes perfectly with a businessman’s sleek image, and the powerful performance and usability is every businessman’s best companion.

Comptia Best Choice Awards - Green ICT Award
Based on the strategy of Green ASUS, the Nettop EB1033 uses less material, less energy and also promotes energy saving idea to the users. This shows the benefits of the compact PC design.

Taiwan Excellence 2015
The flagship desktop models ASUSPRO D810MT Mini Tower PC and ASUSPRO D810MT Mini Tower PC is once again crowned with the Taiwan Excellence Mark in 2015, making it a fourth consecutive year for ASUS Business Desktops to be awarded.

ASUS recommends Windows 10 Pro.
ASUS recommends Windows 10 Pro.

ASUSPRO PCs are Powered by Intel® Core™ Processors.

Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.

REASSURING WORLDWIDE SERVICES AND SERVICE PACKAGE

With a worldwide network, ASUSPRO stays close to your business needs. ASUS guarantees all ASUSPRO devices with free repairs and component replacement with a global warranty. In addition, ASUS international warranty makes sure that your investment is protected even if you relocate.

The ASUSPRO Service Package offers a wider range of solutions that goes beyond the standard warranty to meet the needs of business-critical IT environments. The extended offerings protect your business by helping you to customise a service solution that best meets your needs.

Warranty Extension
This allows you to extend service coverage of products to match the expected length of time they will be used.

Next Business Day Onsite Response (NBD)
This provides a faster response time so you can minimise business risk on units experiencing technical problems.

Accidental Damage Protection (ADP)
This helps to avoid repair or replacement costs due to mishaps that may occur during normal operation of devices.

Defective HDD Retention (DHR)
DHR allows you to retain your malfunctioning hard drive while your defective drive is being replaced.

ASUS Singapore Service Centre
8 Burn Road, Trivex Building #11-16 Singapore 369977
Mon to Fri: 9:30am to 7:30pm
Sat: 9:30am to 12:30pm
(Closed on Sun and Public Holidays)

ASUS Authorised Service Partner
R-Logic International Pte Ltd
Blk 3014A Ubi Road 1, #04-01 Singapore 408703
Mon to Fri: 9:00am to 6:00pm
(Closed on Sat, Sun and Public Holidays)

ASUS Technical Support Hotline: +65 6636 9163

ASUSPRO PCs are Powered by Intel® Core™ Processors. Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.
HONOURING YOUR TRUST IN TECHNOLOGY
WITH COMPLETE RELIABILITY

When technology is at the heart of your business, nothing less than best-in-class quality, reliability and performance will do. ASUSPRO rises up to the increasing demands of technology-enabled businesses with constant innovation. Leading satisfaction with reliability, our advanced desktop solutions have won us the approval of users all around the world.

Rigorous Quality Testing
ASUSPRO machines are subject to stringent quality tests to ensure that they meet our exacting standards and exceed those of other manufacturers. Before an ASUSPRO laptop can reach you, it has to prove its worth by overcoming a series of rigorous noise, vibration, drop and thermal shock tests. That is how we can assure you that your device will operate smoothly under any climate; no matter how hot or cold, dry or humid.

Premium Solid Capacitors
ASUSPRO devices are made with the world’s best motherboards and employ premium solid capacitors. These high quality components provide utmost durability, improved longevity, and enhanced thermal performance.

When technology is at the heart of your business, nothing less than best-in-class quality, reliability and performance will do. ASUSPRO lives up to the increasing demands of technology-enabled businesses with constant innovation. Leading satisfaction with reliability, our advanced desktop solutions have won us the approval of users all around the world.

Rigorous Quality Testing
ASUSPRO machines are subject to stringent quality tests to ensure that they meet our exacting standards and exceed those of other manufacturers. Before an ASUSPRO laptop can reach you, it has to prove its worth by overcoming a series of rigorous noise, vibration, drop and thermal shock tests. That is how we can assure you that your device will operate smoothly under any climate; no matter how hot or cold, dry or humid.

Premium Solid Capacitors
ASUSPRO devices are made with the world’s best motherboards and employ premium solid capacitors. These high quality components provide utmost durability, improved longevity, and enhanced thermal performance.

ASUS recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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ASUS PRO
DESIGNED FOR ALL SECTORS

ASUS PRO Laptop Solutions & ASUS ChromeBook / Transformer Book Solutions

Enterprise Ultrabook
Enterprise Ultrabook™ is at the top of business anytime and anywhere, and is designed to meet high tactility. Built with robust magnesium alloy that surpasses MIL-STD-810G military standard, it provides maximum durability and delivers unparalleled performance with Intel® vPro™ technology.

Enterprise Ultrabook™

SMB Mobility
Designed for small and medium businesses, ASUS PRO devices offer ultra-thin performability with high performance that starts at 1.25kg. They are reinforced by much higher standard testing than mainstream laptops. This includes drop tests, hinge cycle tests and panel pressure tests.

Enterprise Ultrabook™

SMB Performance
SMB Performance laptops have a professional look with brushed-hairline textures and scratch-resistant displays. They are ergonomically designed and feature a seamless one-piece chiclet keyboard with precise key alignment for comfortable typing. The anti-glare matte prevents unwanted reflections and helps to reduce eye fatigue.

ASUS PRO Laptop Solutions

SMB Basic
Business and organisation users demand higher standards and greater reliability, so all ASUSPRO series laptops are tested stringently to much higher industry standards than mainstream laptops. They are proven to be highly durable in drop tests, hinge cycle tests, and panel pressure tests. They also ship with an anti-shock hard drive that includes a triple protection mechanism to ensure that your data is always safe.

Transformer Book
The Transformer Book is designed to ensure unparalleled portability and performance. It is a aggressively sleek detachable crafted from aluminium-magnesium alloy, thus protecting the 2-in-1 laptop from everyday scuffs and scratches.

Transformer Book T304
ASUS PRO B9440
LAPTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

The ASUSPRO B9440 provides the enviable ultra-lightness, durable robustness and larger display necessary to remain on top of business anytime and anywhere in the world. Professionally designed in every aspect, it is the world’s lightest 14-inch business laptop that marries off with military grade reliability. It also fits a 14-inch full HD display in a smaller 13-inch chassis, and the iconic angular edges of the ASUSPRO B9440 embody the purpose-driven spirit of a serious business laptop. Now that’s the smarter way for your business anytime and anywhere globally.

**Long-Lasting Battery Life**

**Omni-Connectivity with Optional SimPro Dock and Mini Dock**

**Ultra Narrow Bezel**

at 5.4mm

**Sturdy Build Quality with MIL-STD 810 Qualifications**

**Lightest 14-inch Laptop**

at only 1kg

**Spill-Resistance Keyboard**

**Supreme Performance with Intel® Core™ Processors**

With Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

- 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i5 / i7 Processor
- Windows 10 Pro (64-bit) OR Windows 10 Home (64-bit)
- 14.0" Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 LED-Backlit Anti-Glare Panel
- Intel® HD Graphics 620
- Up to 16GB RAM & 512GB SSD
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.1
- 48WHrs, 4S1P, 4-cell Li-ion Polymer Battery Pack
- 2 x USB 3.1 (Type C), 1 x Audio Combo Jack
- Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
- HDD User Password Protection and Security
- BIOS Booting User Password Protection
- Computrace Ready from BIOS
- 1.05kg
- 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE

**RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES**

- SimPro Dock
- Mini Dock

ASUSPRO PCs are Powered by Intel® Core™ Processors.

ASUS recommends Windows 10 Pro.

*Specifications may vary across countries. Please check with your ASUSPRO sales representative at 6622 8872 or email commsales_sg@asus.com for more information.

# Battery life is subjected to usage and configurations.

Images shown are for illustration purposes only and may differ slightly from actual product. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.
ASUSPRO P4540

LAPTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

ASUS recommends Windows 10 Pro.

ASUSPRO PCs are Powered by Intel® Core™ Processors.

Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.

Images shown are for illustration purposes only and may differ slightly from actual product. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel ... countries. *Specifications may vary across countries. Please check with your ASUSPRO sales representative at 6622 8872 or email commsales_sg@asus.com for more information.

ASUSPRO P4540

LAPTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

SimPro DockHZ-3A

Dock U90W Adaptor

Fingerprint Scanner

Hassle-Free & Upgrade Friendly

One-Piece Service Door

1,920 x 1,080 Full HD Anti-Glare Display

Dual Band WiFi and Bluetooth 4.1

Business Grade Reliability

Spill-Resistance Keyboard

Supreme Performance with Intel® Core™ Processors

With Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
• 15.6" Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 LED-Backlit Anti-Glare Panel
• Discrete Graphics GT 940MX with 4GB DDR5
• HD Web Camera
• Up to 32GB RAM / Up to 1TB SATA HDD and/or Up to 512GB SSD
• 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.1
• 48WHrs, 3S1P, 4-cell Li-ion Polymer Battery Pack
• 3 x USB 3.0, 1 x USB 3.1 (Type C), 1 x Audio Combo Jack, 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub), 1 x HDMI, 1 x SD Card Reader, 1 x USB 2.0, 1 x DVD SuperMulti Double Layer Drive, 1 x Kensington Lock
• Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
• HDD User Password Protection and Security
• BIOS Booting User Password Protection
• Computrace Ready from BIOS
• 2.30kg
• 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE

ASUSPRO BX430

LAPTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

ASUS ZENBOOK BX430

The ASUS ZenBook BX430 is designed to go wherever your busy lifestyle takes you to — whether is it a hectic round of meetings, cramped international schedule or a well-deserved vacation. Its sleek and compact 13-inch chassis is a briefcase-friendly of 15.9mm in thickness, and its advanced lightweight construction keeps the weight down to just 1.25 kg — so it will never be a burden when you are on-the-go.

High Speed SSD Storage Option

Long-lasting Battery Life of Up to 9 Hours #

Type-C USB Ports

Ultra Thin NanoEdge Bezel of 7.18mm

Lightweight Design

1,920 x 1,080 Full HD Anti-Glare Display

Supreme Performance with Intel® Core™ Processors

Complete Range of I/O Ports

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
• 14.0" Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 LED-Backlit Anti-Glare Panel
• Intel® HD Graphics 620 OR Discrete Graphics (Optional)
• Up to 16GB RAM & 512GB SSD
• 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.1
• 1.25kg
• UP TO 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE
ASUS Chromebook C213 / C101

LAPTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

The ASUS Chromebook C213 / C101 laptops are incredibly slim & light. Designed to last up the entire day # on a single charge, it could be powered up in less than 9 seconds with the speedy SSD hard drive and Chrome OS platform. With Chromebook, all your data will be stored in the cloud. Even if the device is stolen, your data is still secured and retrievable anytime. Its classroom ruggedness meets the daily rigours and intense usage by students and teachers both in and out of classrooms.

### ASUS Chromebook C213

- **Processor:** Intel® Apollo Lake N3350 Processor
- **Operating System:** Chrome Operating System
- **Display:** 11.6” WV 1,366 x 768 Touch Display
- **Camera:** HD Web Camera (Front) + 5MP Camera (Back)
- **RAM:** 4GB RAM
- **Storage:** 32GB eMMC
- **Battery:** 46WHrs, 4-cell Li-ion Polymer Battery Pack
- **Ports:** 2 x USB 3.1 (Type C), 2 x USB 3.1, 1 x micro-SD, 1 x Audio Combo Jack
- **Weight:** 1.20kg
- **Warranty:** Up to 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE

### ASUS Chromebook C101

- **Processor:** Rockchip RK3399 Processor
- **Operating System:** Chrome Operating System
- **Display:** 10.1” HD 1,280 x 800 LED-backlit IPS Touch Display
- **Camera:** HD Web Camera
- **RAM:** Up to 4GB RAM
- **Storage:** Up to 16GB eMMC
- **Battery:** 38WHrs, 2-cell Li-ion Polymer Battery Pack
- **Ports:** 2 x USB 3.1 (Type C), 1 x USB 2.0, 1 x micro-SD Card Reader
- **Weight:** 0.89kg
- **Warranty:** Up to 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE

*Specifications may vary across countries. Please check with your ASUSPRO sales representative at 6622 8872 or email commsales_sg@asus.com for more information. Screens simulated, subject to change; Apps sold separately, availability may vary. #Battery life is subjected to usage and configurations.

---

ASUSPRO P2440 / P2540

LAPTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

The ASUSPRO P2440 / P2540 laptops are extremely productive. Each one comes with a replaceable battery for easy switching for extended computing or maintenance reasons, and both models support 4 USB ports – three USB 3.0 and one USB 2.0. They have a professional look with brushed-aluminium textures and scratch-resistant coating, and are ergonomically designed to feature a seamless one-piece chiclet keyboard with precise key alignment for ultimate comfort.

### ASUSPRO P2440

- **Processor:** 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
- **Operating System:** Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
- **Display:** 14.0” HD / Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 LED-Backlit Anti-Glare Panel
- **Camera:** VGA / HD Web Camera
- **Memory:** Up to 20GB RAM / Up to 512GB SSD and/or Up to 1TB SATA HDD
- **Graphics:** GT 920MX with 2GB OR Intel® HD Graphics 620
- **Ports:** 1 x USB 2.0, 3 x USB 3.0, 1 x Audio Combo Jack, 1 x HDMI, 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub), 1 x RJ45 LAN Jack, 1 x SD Card Reader, 1 x USB SuperFast Double Layer Drive, 1 x Kensington Lock
- **Battery:** 48WHrs, 3S2P, 4-cell Li-ion Battery Pack
- **Weight:** 2.05kg
- **Warranty:** 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE

### ASUSPRO P2540

- **Processor:** 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
- **Operating System:** Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
- **Display:** 15.6” HD / Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 LED-Backlit Anti-Glare Panel
- **Camera:** VGA / HD Web Camera
- **Memory:** Up to 16GB RAM / Up to 512GB SSD OR Up to 1TB SATA HDD
- **Graphics:** GT 920MX with 2GB OR Intel® HD Graphics 620
- **Ports:** 1 x USB 2.0, 3 x USB 3.0, 1 x Audio Combo Jack, 1 x HDMI, 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub), 1 x RJ45 LAN Jack, 1 x SD Card Reader, 1 x USB SuperFast Double Layer Drive, 1 x Kensington Lock
- **Battery:** 48WHrs, 3S2P, 4-cell Li-ion Battery Pack
- **Weight:** 2.40kg
- **Warranty:** 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY + LOCAL ON-SITE SERVICE
The ASUS Transformer Book T304 / T101 was designed with one purpose in mind – to give you the performance you never thought possible in a detachable 2-in-1 device. It is unbelievably powerful, amazingly convenient and incredibly expandable. Be productive and expressive with optional accessories, such as the ASUS Universal Dock and ASUS Pen. The Transformer Book Series is much more than just a 2-in-1 laptop — it is a mobile masterpiece.

ASUS TRANSFORMER BOOK T304

- 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i5 / i7 Processor
- Windows 10 Pro (64-bit) OR Windows 10 Home (64-bit)
- 12.6" WU+ 2,160 x 1,440 Touch Display
- Intel® HD Graphics 620
- 2MP AF Camera (Front) + 8MP AF Camera (Back), HD Web Camera
- Up to 16GB RAM / Up to 512GB SSD
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.1
- 39WHrs, 2S1P , 2-cell Li-ion
- 1 x USB 3.0, 1 x USB 3.1 (Type C), 1 x Audio Combo Jack
- 0.85kg
- 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY

ASUS TRANSFORMER BOOK T101

- Intel® Atom™ x5-Z8350 Processor (Quad Core, 2M Cache, Up to 1.92GHz)
- Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
- 10.1" WXGA 1,280 x 800 Touch Display
- Intel® Gen 8 Graphics
- HD Web Camera
- Up to 4GB RAM / Up to 128GB eMMC
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.1
- 32WHrs, 2-cell Li-ion Polymer Battery Pack
- 1 x USB 2.0, 1 x Audio Combo Jack
- 1.08kg
- UP TO 3 YEARS INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

- ASUS Pen (T304 only)
- Mini Dock (T304 only)
- Universal Dock (T304 only)
ASUSPRO
DESIGNED FOR ALL SECTORS

Enterprise / Medium-sized / Small Business Solutions

Small Form Factor (SFF)
Small Form Factor PC can be placed vertically or horizontally, giving you more flexibility. It also provides perfect balance of expandability and space-saving capability.

Mini Tower (MT)
Mini Tower PC offers full expandability for future upgrades, allowing it to grow along with your ever-expanding business.

All-in-One (AiO)
All-in-One PC packs all you need together for a clutter-free user experience. Wall-mounting options help maximise the workspace area.

Enterprise-class Performance Management
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop offers comprehensive features such as the Intel® vPro™ technology and optional ASUS Inventory Management for streamlined asset management. This ensures stringent quality tests for reliability and the small form factor (SFF) chassis supports flexible placement at limited workspaces.

Advanced Performance for Business
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop is an industry-leading desktop with greater agility and faster response times. It features an easy-to-service chassis design to maximise system uptime.

Basic Performance for SMB
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop gives you all that you need to perform routine daily tasks. It provides enhanced computing power and security, supporting up to three kinds of display ports such as HDMI, DisplayPort, and DVI-I, making it ideal for SMBs.

ASUSPRO DESKTOP SOLUTIONS

Every company has different needs and face different challenges as they grow. ASUSPRO progresses with your business, stretching the limits of technology to create a suite of desktop solutions which will be comprehensive and versatile enough to cater to every business need.

Enterprise / Medium-sized / Small Business Solutions

Enterprise-class Performance Management
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop offers comprehensive features such as the Intel® vPro™ technology and optional ASUS Inventory Management for streamlined asset management. This ensures stringent quality tests for reliability and the small form factor (SFF) chassis supports flexible placement at limited workspaces.

Advanced Performance for Business
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop is an industry-leading desktop with greater agility and faster response times. It features an easy-to-service chassis design to maximise system uptime.

Basic Performance for SMB
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop gives you all that you need to perform routine daily tasks. It provides enhanced computing power and security, supporting up to three kinds of display ports such as HDMI, DisplayPort, and DVI-I, making it ideal for SMBs.

ASUSPRO DESKTOP SOLUTIONS

Every company has different needs and face different challenges as they grow. ASUSPRO progresses with your business, stretching the limits of technology to create a suite of desktop solutions which will be comprehensive and versatile enough to cater to every business need.

Enterprise-class Performance Management
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop offers comprehensive features such as the Intel® vPro™ technology and optional ASUS Inventory Management for streamlined asset management. This ensures stringent quality tests for reliability and the small form factor (SFF) chassis supports flexible placement at limited workspaces.

Advanced Performance for Business
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop is an industry-leading desktop with greater agility and faster response times. It features an easy-to-service chassis design to maximise system uptime.

Basic Performance for SMB
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop gives you all that you need to perform routine daily tasks. It provides enhanced computing power and security, supporting up to three kinds of display ports such as HDMI, DisplayPort, and DVI-I, making it ideal for SMBs.

ASUSPRO DESKTOP SOLUTIONS

Every company has different needs and face different challenges as they grow. ASUSPRO progresses with your business, stretching the limits of technology to create a suite of desktop solutions which will be comprehensive and versatile enough to cater to every business need.

Enterprise-class Performance Management
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop offers comprehensive features such as the Intel® vPro™ technology and optional ASUS Inventory Management for streamlined asset management. This ensures stringent quality tests for reliability and the small form factor (SFF) chassis supports flexible placement at limited workspaces.

Advanced Performance for Business
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop is an industry-leading desktop with greater agility and faster response times. It features an easy-to-service chassis design to maximise system uptime.

Basic Performance for SMB
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop gives you all that you need to perform routine daily tasks. It provides enhanced computing power and security, supporting up to three kinds of display ports such as HDMI, DisplayPort, and DVI-I, making it ideal for SMBs.

ASUSPRO DESKTOP SOLUTIONS

Every company has different needs and face different challenges as they grow. ASUSPRO progresses with your business, stretching the limits of technology to create a suite of desktop solutions which will be comprehensive and versatile enough to cater to every business need.

Enterprise-class Performance Management
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop offers comprehensive features such as the Intel® vPro™ technology and optional ASUS Inventory Management for streamlined asset management. This ensures stringent quality tests for reliability and the small form factor (SFF) chassis supports flexible placement at limited workspaces.

Advanced Performance for Business
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop is an industry-leading desktop with greater agility and faster response times. It features an easy-to-service chassis design to maximise system uptime.

Basic Performance for SMB
The ASUSPRO DESKMT / DESKSF desktop gives you all that you need to perform routine daily tasks. It provides enhanced computing power and security, supporting up to three kinds of display ports such as HDMI, DisplayPort, and DVI-I, making it ideal for SMBs.
ASUSPRO D320 / D630

DESKTOP SPECIFICATIONS*

The ASUSPRO Desktop D320 / D630 Series was designed to do more. The business world is constantly changing. To stay ahead, companies require higher standards of efficiency, data security, and reliability. Powered by the latest Intel® Core™ vPro™ Processors, our industry-leading desktop solutions are built with ultimate efficiency in mind to open a new gateway to sustainable business growth.

ASUSPRO D320MT / ASUSPRO D630MT

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
• Discrete Graphics
• Up to 64GB RAM / up to 512GB SSD and/or up to 2TB SATA HDD
• Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW 24X
• 2 x USB 3.1 (Gen 1), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader (Optional), 1 x HDMI, 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub)
• 2 x USB 2.0, 4 x USB 3.1 (Gen 2), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader (Optional), 1 x HDMI, 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub)
• 398 x 181 x 365mm
• 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ASUSPRO D320MT / D630MT SERIES

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
• Discrete Graphics
• Up to 64GB RAM / up to 2TB SATA HDD and/or up to 512GB SSD
• Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW 24X
• 2 x USB 3.1 (Gen 1), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader (Optional), 2 x USB 3.0, 2 x USB 2.0, 1 x HDMI, 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub)
• 410 x 96 x 357mm
• 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ASUSPRO D830MT / D630MT

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
• Discrete Graphics
• Up to 64GB RAM / up to 2TB SATA HDD and/or up to 512GB SSD
• Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW 24X
• 2 x USB 3.1 (Gen 1), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader (Optional), 2 x USB 3.0, 2 x USB 2.0, 1 x HDMI, 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x VGA Port (D-Sub)
• 398 x 181 x 365mm
• 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ASUSPRO D830MT / D630MT SERIES

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)
• Discrete Graphics
• Up to 64GB RAM / up to 2TB SATA HDD and/or up to 512GB SSD
• Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW 24X
• 2 x USB 3.1 (Gen 1), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader (Optional), 2 x USB 3.0, 2 x USB 2.0, 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional), 1 x Display Port (Optional)
• 410 x 96 x 357mm
• 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ASUSPRO D830SF / D630SF

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Home (64-bit)
• Discrete Graphics
• Up to 32GB RAM / up to 1TB SATA HDD and/or 256GB SSD
• Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW 24X
• 2 x USB 2.0, 2 x USB 3.1 (Gen 1), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader
• 372 x 180 x 362mm
• 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ASUSPRO D830SF / D630SF SERIES

• 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor
• Windows 10 Home (64-bit)
• Discrete Graphics
• Up to 32GB RAM / up to 1TB SATA HDD and/or 256GB SSD
• Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW 24X
• 2 x USB 2.0, 2 x USB 3.1 (Gen 1), 1 x Microphone, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Card Reader
• 372 x 180 x 362mm
• 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ASUS Pro Windows 10 Pro.

Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.
ASUSPRO AIOs are 21.5-inch AIO PCs with business-class security suitable for multiple applications. Featuring TPM security chip, the ASUSPRO A5421 has a hassle-free rear cover for easy key part maintenance and optional smart card reader. The slim and stylish design allows the AIO to fit perfectly into any business environment, from offices to educational establishments.

Flexible & Multifunctional 19.5” AIO

The ASUSPRO A4321 is a 19.5-inch multi-touch AIO PC with business-class security suitable for multiple applications. Smart features are packaged into a slim design that are easily deployed in any business environment – from offices and educational establishments to retail point-of-sale (POS) applications. It features a hassle-free rear cover for easy key part maintenance and optional smart card reader.

Cost Efficient & Space-Saving 16.6” AIO

Designed to meet the needs of applications such as point-of-sale (POS), self-service machines, educational or digital signage, the ASUSPRO A4110 is an AIO PC with a 15.6-inch capacitive 10-point multi-touch display. Its slim and stylish space-saving design with VESA-mount-compatible chassis and an effectively slim 1.3cm bezel makes it ideal for public use or where space is a luxury.
ASUSPRO AiO A6421 / A4321 / A4110

**AiO SPECIFICATIONS***

**ASUSPRO AiO A6421 / A4321 / A4110**

- **7th Gen Intel® Celeron® Processor J3160**
- **7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor**
- **Up to 8GB RAM / 500GB SATA HDD or Up to 256GB SSD**
- **Discrete Graphics**
- **19.5-inch HD+ 1,600 x 900 LED-Backlit Multi Touch**
- **Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)**
- **3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY**
  - 2 x USB 3.0, 1 x 6-in-1 Card Reader, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Microphone, 1 x Smart Card Reader (Optional), 1 x HDMI-Out, 1 x VESA, 1 x Kensington Lock, 1 x DC-in, 1 x RJ-45 LAN, 1 x USB 2.0 (USB-C), 1 x Power Input
  - 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

**ASUSPRO AiO A4110**

- **7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor**
- **7th Gen Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 Processor**
- **Up to 16GB RAM / Up to 2TB SATA HDD and/or Up to 128GB SSD**
- **Discrete Graphics** (Optional)
- **21.5-inch Full HD 1,920 x 1,080 LED-Backlit Multi Touch**
- **Windows 10 Pro (64-bit)**
- **3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY**
  - 2 x USB 3.1, 4 x USB 3.0, 1 x 6-in-1 Card Reader, 1 x Headphone, 1 x Microphone, 1 x Tray-in Supermulti DVD RW (Optional), 1 x USB Type-C, 1 x HDMI-Out, 1 x VESA, 1 x Kensington Lock, 1 x DC-in, 1 x RJ-45 LAN, 1 x USB 2.0 (USB-C), 1 x Power Input
  - 3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY

**ACCESSORIES**

**Mini Dock / Universal Dock**

- **Mini Dock Dimensions:** 128 x 88 x 38mm
  - Weight: 290g
- **Universal Dock Dimensions:** 335 x 65.65 x 24mm
  - Weight: 360g
  - Four USB 3.0 ports.
  - One HDMI port, one DVI-I jack and one RJ-45 Ethernet jack.
  - Four different connector tip sizes.
  - A one-step upgrade for your laptop or desktop, the USB 3.0 HZ-3A Docking Station allows you to connect your ASUSPRO PC to a variety of accessories. It includes the latest drivers and firmware to connect with USB 3.0 and earlier, and offers full backward compatibility with USB 2.0 PCs and devices. It also features a 10/100/1000 Mbit/s Ethernet port (10/100/1000 Mbps), which works well and is foolproof.

**SimPro Dock**

- **SimPro Dock Dimensions:** 131 x 65 x 13.7mm
  - Weight: 690g
  - A one-step upgrade for your laptop or desktop, the USB 3.0 HZ-3A Docking Station allows you to connect your ASUSPRO PC to a variety of accessories. It includes the latest drivers and firmware to connect with USB 3.0 and earlier, and offers full backward compatibility with USB 2.0 PCs and devices. It also features a 10/100/1000 Mbit/s Ethernet port (10/100/1000 Mbps), which works well and is foolproof.

**U90W Universal Power Adaptor**

- **U90W Universal Power Adaptor Dimensions:** 88 x 88 x 31mm
  - Weight: 360g
  - The U90W Universal Power Adaptor keeps you going wherever and whenever you need it. An additional power adaptor for your laptop means you are always prepared and charged, whether at home, the office or on the road. It comes with four different connector tip sizes.

**ASUSPRO PCs are Powered by Intel® Core™ Processors. Intel Inside®. Extraordinary Performance Outside.**
DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONALS